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Happy Feat 
 
Tips for a Blissful Marriage 
 
By Rachel Marie Tey 
 
First comes love, then comes marriage, then comes baby in a baby carriage — but a 
happy union, as many married couples can attest, is not a state one automatically 
arrives at, but a continual work-in-progress.  
 
“Most relationship issues start to surface a few years into the 
marriage,” says Peter and Rita Toh, a couple who went 
through a marriage preparation course. The realitytypically 
sets in after the initial “honeymoon” phase. “These issues 
need to be managed carefully so as to prevent the breakup of 
families.”  
 
In other words, as a couple transits from dating partners to 
spouses to parents, they may be in for a bumpy ride. 
Nevertheless, the course of true love can be made smoother 
with these tips on how to attain (and maintain) wedded bliss.  
 
1. Even a fairy-tale takes work 

 
Growing up the eldest of three children, Catherine Fang, 40, always thought her 
parents had the quintessential “fairy-tale” marriage. They were kindred spirits, 
shared the same values and religious views, a common love for travel, and were 
always loving and respectful of each other. 
 
A few decades on and herself as a stay-home mum of three aged nine, eight and six 
years old, Ms Fang views her parents’ marriage a little differently. Her mother had 
given up a much-loved nursing job to manage the household and raise Ms Fang and 
her two younger siblings, and her father worked long hours as a surgeon to provide a 
comfortable life for the family.   
 

In truth, her parents had spent precious little time together. 
Despite being exhausted from the demands of daily life, their 
efforts to sustain a loving marriage were lessons their children 
noticed. “Dad would sometimes surprise Mum with flowers or a 
handwritten card, and when he returned from long hospital shifts, 
she’d cook one of his favourite dishes for dinner,” recalls Ms 
Fang. These seemingly small gestures went a long way in 
making both parties feel loved and appreciated.  

   
2. Communicate Often — Every little bit counts 

 
A typical day for Ms Fang involves ferrying her kids to and from school, seeing to 
their meals and homework, and after tucking them into bed, waiting up (often close 
to midnight) until Vincent Lee, 41, her banker husband returns from work just so they 
can chat over a very late dinner.  
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“It isn’t a lot but the little moments add up, and any quality time is important to me,” 
she says. However, getting her husband, a self-confessed man-of-few-words to open 
up after a long day is not without its challenges.  
 
 “After clocking 12 to 14 hours at the office with people asking me questions all day, 
the last thing I feel like doing when I get home is talk,” says Mr Lee, whose initially 
preferred method of “unwinding” involved having his dinner in silence, reading the 
papers, then going to bed.  
 

 
 
But addressing a concern promptly when either party is unhappy about something is 
important, advised Peter and Rita, who urge couples to talk it out and listen to the 
needs of the other as soon as a problem arises— instead of sweeping it under the 
carpet or postponing it to a later date. “This minimises the potential for an underlying 
issue to build up and boil over into a future disagreement,” they say. 
 
When Ms Fang explained to her husband how being with the kids all day made her 
crave adult interaction, Mr Lee began to reach out more to his wife not just after work 
but also during the course of the day. “Sometimes coming home for lunch or a quick 
‘how are you’ call to check on her really makes her feel cared for,” he says. 
 
“Then she leaves me alone to read the papers at night,” he adds, laughingly.  
 
3. Meet in the middle 
 
Living under the same roof often involves adapting to each other’s quirks, and these 
go beyond the oft-quoted hot-button issue of leaving the toilet seat up. “Vincent has 
this annoying habit of eating titbits close to mealtimes!” says Ms Fang, who 
describes how angry she was initially to discover that by doing so, her husband was 
no longer hungry by the time a painstakingly prepared dinner was ready.  
 
However, she also conceded that she too has idiosyncrasies that rattle Mr Lee, such 
as an odd habit of always having to clear her bowels just before the couple is due to 
leave the house at any time. The solution? She’s now less rigid about mealtimes so 
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her husband gets to have his snacks and he gives her all the time she needs in the 
bathroom.  
 
Meeting in the middle sometimes just means sparing a thought for the other person. 
So even though Mr Lee usually drives Ms Fang to her appointments, she would take 
a taxi if his schedule doesn’t allow him to do so.    
 
4. Enjoying couple time — The kids are all right 
 
This doesn’t necessarily have to be a fancy dinner 
or night at the ballet. For Ms Fang and her 
husband, quality time is when they entrust the 
children to their grandparents so the couple can 
catch a movie or run errands.  
 
“There isn’t a point in trying to be Supermum,” 
says Ms Fang, who at first resisted the idea of 
asking her parents or in-laws to babysit because 
she didn’t want to trouble them and thought she 
could “do it all”.  
 
However, finally overtaken by fatigue and realising that the older folks want to bond 
with their grandchildren, she graciously accepted their help.  
 
5. Define your role 
 
For financial planner Alicia Yeo and her husband, Darryl Yeo, both 34, getting 
married seemed like the next natural step after a 10-year courtship. “After dating for 
a decade, you’d think there would be no more surprises,” says Mr Yeo, admitting that 
the add-ons that typically come with marriage — a housing loan, budgeting and other 
details like “who does what”— took an initial toll on the couple. Three months passed 
before the couple eventually settled into a comfortable system of dividing the chores, 
errands and bills.  
 
Says Mr Yeo, “Now, we’re a tag team. Generally Alicia does the cooking and 
cleaning and I do the dishes and laundry. She settles the groceries and necessities 
and I pay for the power, utilities and Internet usage.” 
 

However, to manage the long-term financial situation of a 
family, it is prudent to engage a reliable financial planner, 
advised Peter and Rita. “Get professional advice in managing 
money, risk planning, children’s education funding and 
medical coverage, but always make the decisions together, 
especially when it comes to big-ticket items like getting a car 
or buying a new house.” 

 
6. Work is important, but it’s just a job 
 
“Before marriage, we used to have a very yuppie kind of lifestyle, going for after-work 
drinks and enjoying golfing weekends,” recounts Mrs Yeo. “These days, work feels 
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more stressful with the housing loan hanging over our heads and the knowledge that 
we can’t just quit our jobs on a whim!”  
To save up for children in the near future, the couple has cut back on luxuries and 
are taking their jobs more seriously. “We realise we can’t live from pay cheque to pay 
cheque like in the past and have to work that much harder for our future,” says Mr 
Yeo. 

 
However, notwithstanding practical concerns, Peter and Rita stress 
the importance of work-life balance. “Working just for the money can 
be unhealthy for a marriage, especially if you end up neglecting your 
other half,” they advise. “So always remember why you are working 
so hard and for whom.”   
 

7. Make (time for) love 
 
When it comes to family planning, sometimes both “family” and “planning” can get in 
the way.   
 
“I always thought living together meant more intimacy, but it wasn’t the case for us,” 
Mrs Yeo shares. The question of when they would have children almost always 
comes up, especially at family gatherings, but the couple have come to take it in their 
stride.  
 
“I used to let the ‘pressure’ get to me and set deadlines for getting pregnant,” she 
says, “but that only made sex feel like a chore.” Ironically, when actively trying for a 
baby, the couple felt “less emotionally engaged” and would get snappy with each 
other.  
 
Subsequently, at a marriage counsellor’s advice, they decided not to “make it just 
about babies” and to be more spontaneous in the bedroom, even if it meant just 
cuddling and talking. The result is a deeper level of emotional intimacy. 
 
For Ms Fang and Mr Lee, having their hands full with 
three children mean they usually have to “schedule” their 
lovemaking. “Sometimes it’s exciting to think our ‘naughty 
time’ is approaching, and other times when you just aren’t 
in the mood, it isn’t romantic at all,” says Ms Fang, “but 
you seize every opportunity to keep the fire alive.” 
 
8. What’s yours is mine 
 
This saying in fact goes beyond wealth and possessions. When a couple marries, 
two families unite, for better or for worse. With that comes an enmeshment of 
cultures and practices, at times harmonious but otherwise conflicting.  
 
When her mother was too occupied with Ms Fang’s two older children when her 
youngest was born, her mother-in-law stepped in. “Vincent’s family is more 
traditional so his mother expected me to comply with Chinese confinement practices, 
but I had a Westernised upbringing and couldn’t get used to the taste of herbs or 
tolerate the idea of not showering for a full month in Singapore’s tropical weather!” 
she reveals. 
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At first afraid to offend her mother-in-law, Ms Fang reluctantly drank the soups the 
older woman had prepared, but would wash her hair surreptitiously and grumble 
incessantly to her husband when he got home. The result was Mr Lee’s refusal to 
take sides and many teary quarrels.  
 
In the end, open communication proved the most effective solution. Ms Fang came 
clean to her mother-in-law and both sides reached a compromise. She continued 
with the “heaty, herbal food”, but these were complemented 
with “regular, non-confinement-style dishes”—and she no 
longer had to wash her hair clandestinely. “It gets hard,” she 
admits, concerning familial differences, “but it’s more helpful 
to actively work through them rather than complain or seethe 
in silence.”     
 
With two families also come twice the commitments. Before marriage, Mr and Mrs 
Yeo envisioned lazy weekend lie-ins—no expectations from their respective parents 
to meet over meals or to pop over for visits.  
 
Says Mrs Yeo, who does her best to fit her folks and in-laws into their weekends: 
“Just a lunch here or a dinner there is usually enough to make them happy, but on 
occasions when we really want to have time to ourselves, they understand. The key 
is balance.”  
 
9. Manage yourself — Nobody’s perfect 

 
At the end of the day, a happy marriage takes real 
work on both sides. “Marriage requires 
determination, commitment and endurance” says 
Peter and Rita. Hence, besides one’s partner and 
in-laws, it’s also essential to manage oneself and 
one’s expectations.  
 
“I used to strive to be both a career woman and a 
domestic goddess,” admits Mrs Yeo who once 

attempted to try out a complicated chicken recipe after a day at the office. But by the 
time dinner was ready, it was close to 10pm, and she didn’t look or feel anything like 
a goddess. In fact, the couple ended up arguing over who did the dishes and 
cleaning up. “Now I save the elaborate meals for weekends and we’re happy to 
‘tapao’ on weekdays.” 
 
As for Ms Fang and her husband, friends often remark how they have an enviable 
marriage and three beautiful children. However, what others do not see is how much 
effort goes into maintaining a loving marriage.  
 
“We may look like the perfect couple on the outside, but we’re far from that — we 
definitely have our occasional disagreements,” she says. “But you don’t have to be 
perfect to be happy, and we’re both very happy.” 
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Fear Factors 
Ten common concerns about starting a family, and why they should be 

addressed 

 

By Rachel Marie Tey 

 

 “I’ll have kids when…”  

 

Whether this sentence ends with having enough money, feeling adequately prepared 

or once certain life circumstances have fallen in place, there are myriad reservations 

causing married couples to hold off parenthood. Here are some 10 common 

concerns and ways to take “fear” out of these factors. 

 

 
 

1. “We don’t have enough money” 
 

This is a common concern, but just how much is “enough” and how long should a 

couple wait until they feel they have enough funds? 

 

The idea of parenthood can also be overwhelming especially 

when you tally up the prices of diapers and milk powder, medical 

bills, childcare and education fees. But put these in perspective 

— the sums will not be incurred all at once, says Ms Grace Goh, 

a counsellor with Ang Mo Kio Family Service Centres,. “In the 

initial six months, a baby will use more diapers and drink more 

milk, but the cost goes down once he or she starts on solids,” she 

says. 
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She also highlights the availability of government assistance, such as the Medisave 

Maternity Package, to defray delivery and pre-delivery medical expenses, and the 

Baby Bonus scheme (comprising a cash gift and a Child Development Account 

[CDA]) to relieve new parents’ expenses in the first 18 months. She explains, “The 

government will match every dollar you deposit in your child's CDA up to $6,000 (for 

first and second child), and the funds can be used to pay for medical (including 

vaccinations) and childcare fees until he or she turns 12.”  

 

Ideally, couples should start planning their finances as early as before the wedding, 

according to Ms Ng Li Lian, head of Segment Management (Personal Banking), 

OCBC Bank. “In the first place, avoid getting into unnecessary debt by overspending 

on a lavish celebration and costly honeymoon,” she advises.  

 

Before actively trying for a baby, Ms Ng recommends 

that couples set aside 20 per cent of their combined 

income or $10,000 a year for family planning. Her advice 

is to channel the funds into monthly savings accounts, 

regular premium endowment insurance, or equity 

investment plans.  

 

For the long-term, Sean Lim, financial advisory director 

at Financial Alliance advises couples to set aside 

savings regularly to accumulate about $70K for a future 

university education).”  

 

For lower-income couples who may be daunted by such savings goals, Mr Lim 

proposes the following cost-saving options: paying for your child’s health insurance 

with Medisave so that no cash premium is needed and making use of the 

government’s childcare subsidies and Edusave to help settle educational expenses.  

 

But above all, couples planning to have children ought to adjust their lifestyles to suit 

the needs of a growing family. Says Ms Ng: “Live within your means. Try to pay off 

your credit card bills every month as the interest charged on non-payment can be as 

high as 24 per cent per annum. Ultimately, couples need not let finances put them off 

starting a family, adds Mr Lim. “If a couple lives modestly, it’s possible to raise a child 

on only an additional $500 a month.” 

 
2. “Nobody can/will look after the baby while I’m at work”  
 
Childcare arrangements can be tricky when a mother returns to full-
time work and there’s no help from extended family (such as in 
cases where the parents or in-laws are too old or unwilling to help). 
In such cases, Ms Goh suggests that couples assess their options 
and reach a comfortable decision together: “Either party could 
explore part-time work or flexi hours where possible, consider 

http://www.moh.gov.sg/content/moh_web/home/costs_and_financing/schemes_subsidies/Marriage_and_Parenthood_Schemes.html
http://www.moh.gov.sg/content/moh_web/home/costs_and_financing/schemes_subsidies/Marriage_and_Parenthood_Schemes.html
https://www.babybonus.gov.sg/bbss/html/index.html
http://www.ocbc.com.sg/personal-banking/Accounts/Child-Development-Account.html
http://www.childcarelink.gov.sg/ccls/home/CCLS_HomeParentsSubsidies.jsp
http://www.moe.gov.sg/initiatives/edusave/
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hiring a domestic helper to care for the baby (preferably under the supervision of a 
family member at home), or place the little one in full-time infant-care or childcare.  
 
3. “My career will be affected” 

 
Rebecca Woo, 33, accountant, remembers how her boss 
frowned when she used pockets of office time to express 
breast milk after she had her first daughter. “He wrote an 
email asking if I could still manage the same quantity of work 
as before I had my baby,” she shares. Ms Woo was so 
affected by her boss’s not-so-subtle hint that she stopped 
breastfeeding shortly after.  
 

 
Presently seven months pregnant with her second daughter, Ms Woo has misgivings 
about job security. “My boss has already started taking over some of my 
responsibilities and assigning my projects to other colleagues. This makes me think 
they could do without me entirely after my maternity leave is up.” 

 
While we can’t control our bosses and workplace culture, Ms Goh says couples 
should focus on what’s within their power, such as being supportive and helpful to 
each other. “Husband and wife can between themselves rotate the household chores 
or wake up for the baby’s night feeds, such that these duties don’t rest on the 
shoulders of one party all the time.”  
 
With more rest, you can perform better at work. Moreover, Ms Goh suggests building 
a “back up” support system to fall back on (such as the extended family or a 
domestic helper) for instances when you need to work overtime, or when the child is 
ill for an extended period and either or both parents can’t afford much time off work.   
 
With these measures in place, and an understanding employer, your career path 
need not be adversely affected by having a baby. 
 
 
4. “A baby will make me fat” 
 
New mothers over the world may have seen photos of a svelte Duchess of 
Cambridge back to her pre-baby figure almost instantly after the birth of her son and 
wonder why they weren’t able to don skinny jeans with similar 
ease. But skinny genes or jeans, a new mother’s postpartum 
weight loss can vary from a few weeks to a year after having 
had a baby.  
 
“Give your body time to rest and recover,” advises Ms Goh 
concerning post-pregnancy body image. During this time, she 
urges husbands to be encouraging and sensitive. “Telling your 
wife how you still find her attractive will boost her self-
confidence whereas making negative remarks or drawing 
comparisons with other new mums will only have the opposite 
effect.” 
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Ultimately, the desire for weight loss should not take precedence over and distract 
new mothers from the special experience of pregnancy and motherhood. Instead, 
savour every moment with your precious baby and with time, proper nutrition, and 
breastfeeding if you can, and adequate exercise, the kilos will come off. 

 
5. “Our marriage will be affected” 
 

Sunil and Ratna Mishra, 35 and 29 respectively, have always believed that children 

cement a marriage and keep a relationship strong. Before becoming parents, Mrs 

Mishra, a homemaker, did not envisage their married life changing much, whereas 

her husband, a financial professional was prepared for potential lifestyle 

adjustments, like not being able to travel or go out as often. 

  

The reality turned out to be a mix of both. Together with 

their children – five year-old Sunay, three year-old 

Suniska, and 17 month-old Sujay – the couple enjoy 

family bonding trips to places which they wouldn’t 

previously frequent, like the zoo. They also take at 

least two holidays per year as a family.  

 

“Children and their innocent ways keep us looking at things through a fresh 

perspective,” says Mrs Mishra, citing how their little ones sometimes overhear their 

conversations and then pitch in with a hilarious take on an otherwise serious topic, 

and make them laugh. And while they see the importance of taking the children 

overseas to gain exposure as a family, Mr and Mrs Mishra also schedule their own 

kids-free vacation (leaving them with Mrs Mishra’s mother) so that they can 

reconnect as a couple.   

 

6. “Our sex life will suffer” 
 

Ms Goh observes that due to stress and fatigue, many couples tend to neglect the 

sexual and intimate aspect of their marriage once a child enters their lives. To 

ensure conditions are conducive for love-making, train your baby from an early stage 

to sleep throughout the night, manage your energy levels, and refrain from bringing 

work stress home.  

 

“Sex is a physiological as well as emotional need, allowing a 

man and a woman to connect on a deeper level through the 

union of their bodies,” she explains. “As such, it shouldn’t be 

seen just as a physical activity.” Furthermore, since males 

typically have higher libidos and a stronger need for sex, 

they can feel frustrated and alienated from their wives if 

lovemaking sessions become few and far between. “At the 

end of the day, couples should remember they were 

spouses first then parents.”  

https://www.singhealth.com.sg/PatientCare/ConditionsAndTreatments/Pages/Sleep-Child.aspx
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7. “I’ll have no more personal time” 
 
Self-care usually takes a backseat in the first few months 
after having a baby. While it’s important to accommodate the 
needs of a child, Ms Goh’s advice, especially to new mothers, 
is to carve out their own pockets of “me-time” to recharge and 
rejuvenate. “Make arrangements to entrust the baby to a 
family member or helper and create your own little ‘sanctuary’ 
where you can take care of your own needs,” she says. 
“Whether it’s enjoying a manicure, going for a spot of 
shopping, or just unwinding with a book, it’s essential to have 
your personal time, even if it’s just for an hour a day.”  
 
For Mrs Mishra, finding me-time was more challenging while she was still 
breastfeeding, but now, she can enjoy longer periods of personal time, even if it’s a 
simple trip to the supermarket. In addition, she and her husband have trained their 
kids to sleep by 7.30pm, thus freeing up their evenings and nights. “After the kids go 
to bed, we use the time to meet friends, catch up on shopping, or even go on our 
‘date night’!” 
 
8. “I’m not a kids person” 
 

Confessing that both she and her husband were “not big on children” before they 

had any, Mrs Mishra initially wondered how they would fare as parents. However, 

she discovered that the loving instinct will kick in naturally. “Kids just appear cuter in 

general after you have them, and we’re now so much more comfortable around 

children.” 

 

Though conceding that her little ones “give loads of stress”, Mrs 

Mishra feels its par for the course. “Every step of life is full of 

stress anyway! In any case, a child’s smile makes everything 

worthwhile – even if it sounds cliché. It’s better to enjoy the 

journey than to regret not having children when it’s too late.” 

 

9. “I still feel like a kid myself” 
 

Mrs Mishra does not think there is ever a point when you feel “ready” to be a parent. 

According to her, being a child at heart is not a sign of immaturity but a good 

indication of being a fun-loving parent. This is certainly true for her – this sassy 

mum’s Facebook profile is peppered with photos of her and her little ones hanging 

out and having a blast. 

 

Joseph Tey, 35, visual design manager, certainly did not let 

fatherhood come between his love for toys. With an extensive 

stash of over 600 Choro-Q cars and 30 Nerf guns, this father of a 

six year-old son and three month-old daughter feels his “big kid” 

personality has in fact allowed him to relate better to his children. 
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“It’s not like my son looks at my toy cars and forgets I’m his father,” he says with a 

laugh. “Parenting is about setting a good example. In the context of my toys, I teach 

my son to take care of them, spend time to take them out, play with them and then 

keep them in an orderly and systematic fashion.”  

 

10. “I’m afraid I’ll make a bad parent” 
 
While it is possible to read all the parenting books in the world and prepare 
extensively for parenthood, much of the actual experience is lived through trial-and-
error and unique to every family.  
 
“Even after having three happy children, there are still times when we feel that we 
aren’t doing enough and are ‘shortchanging’ them,” Mrs Mishra shares, describing 
her parenthood journey as one where she’s constantly questioning herself. However, 
the couple stays strong by constantly communicating their concerns and discussing 
ways to address the needs of their children and household. “Remember that you 
know your child and family best, thus you will make the best decision for them, 
regardless of what others may say.”  
 
Adds Ms Goh: “There is really no such thing as perfect parents – it’s better to let go 

of unrealistic expectations and love your child for who he or she is.”  
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Getting on the Same Page  
 

What should a couple do when one partner is more eager to have a baby than 

the other? Here’s expert advice on how to overcome fears and differences 

when it comes to starting a family. 

 

He wants to wait until he reaches upper-management level 

and earns a higher wage; she is reminded by the sound of 

her ticking biological clock and wants a baby now. He 

thinks that having children will complete his life; she sees 

them as a burden that will limit their lifestyle choices. They 

both want children, but cannot come to an agreement on 

splitting the childcare responsibilities. These are some 

common scenarios that confront a couple when it comes to 

having children. 

 

Commenting on her counselling experience as head of REACH Counselling Mrs 

Chang-Goh Song Eng highlights that more couples in their 20s and early 30s now 

have such concerns. 

 

“They are at a stage where they want to establish both their career and family life at 

the same time. Sometimes differences arise when each of them have different 

career directions — for example, an overseas posting; and of course there are third 

party influences in the form of pressure from parents or even friends,” says Mrs 

Chang-Goh. “Even between a couple, they can have some difficulties as to whose 

needs comes first.”  

 

Having children is a decision that requires both husband and wife to be on the same 

page. So how can couples negotiate differences? Regardless of the scenario, there 

are golden rules to abide by.  

 

1. It’s a 2-party decision — Establishing life goals as a couple 
 

It is important for couples who want children to see parenthood 

as something they want to achieve together, and not the 

fulfilling of individual wishes. “Establishing a ‘couple goal’, 

which supersedes individual goals, can hopefully compensate 

what the individual has “to give up” in having children with what 

he or she has gained as a couple,” says Mrs Chang-Goh. 

Doing so allows one to see sacrifices as something made not 

for the other party, which can result in a “your needs versus 

mine” divide, but as an effort that he or she benefits too.  
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Once a couple has established their life goals, they can go ahead and plan how to 

achieve them. “Planning includes not just child care, finance, but also the need to 

keep up with couplehood,” says Mrs Chang-Goh.  

 

This means not just considering the financial, manpower and emotional resources 

available for raising a child, but also determining the level of support — physical, 

emotional and psychological — they need to give each other.  

 

“With more women in the workforce, couples should be prepared to share the load. 

No one party should feel that he or she is alone in this journey of raising a child— but 

that both are committed to carrying out the parenthood plan together.” 

 

2. Stay emotionally connected — Be tuned in to your partner’s concerns 
 

“Listen, listen, listen,” stresses Mrs Chang-Goh. “It’s important to acknowledge or 

validate your spouse’s worry, be it the possibility of losing a career, not being able to 

retire as early as planned, or even just a seemingly irrational fear of the child growing 

up to be a brat.   

 
 

“Find out the background, the experiences and stories that have led to perpetuate 

such concerns.  

Understanding the reality of your spouse’s concerns and where he or she is coming 

from is half the battle won. Sometimes, having been heard, validated and 

appreciated, your partner might realise the flaws in their thinking,” she elaborates.  

 

The key objective of connecting emotionally is to address the issue rather than avoid 

it, thus allowing it to fester into a bigger problem. However, the fact is that many of 

us are deafened by our own opinion and tend to fly into a defensive rage when being 
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opposed, causing conversation to spiral into what therapists call “demon dialogues” 

— personal attacks that damage relationships.  

 

There are also circumstances when, in spite all efforts, one party refuses to talk. “We 

grow up observing adults around us. If talking is not their way of solving problems we 

would keep our problems to ourselves and won’t necessarily open up just because 

somebody is listening,” Mrs Chang-Goh explains.  

 

In such instances, she recommends counselling. “When couples have talked through 

their differences and tried to deal with the issue on their own, but find they are going 

around in circles and getting frustrated with each other, they should seek help from 

counsellors or even friends and family who can lend neutral, unbiased opinion and 

support.  

 

For those who fear that counsellors might steer them into 

agreeing on something against their wishes, Mrs Chang-

Goh clarifies: “A counsellor’s role is to identify the obstacles, 

agenda or even dreams and put these on the table before 

the couple. Having heard and appreciated each other’s 

perspectives and concerns, the decision of how to move 

forward is still the couple’s.”  

 

Being tuned in also means not taking for granted that you know your partner through 

and through, but being aware of the different life stages — such as a career move, 

the passing of a family member, or even a small incident — that might trigger 

changing views. “Pace your partner and keep connected and updated as a couple. 

Life’s circumstances, especially that of loss and difficulties, can tip one from a neutral 

position to a different one.” 

 

3. Adopt a ‘both-and’ (rather than ‘either-or’) perspective in life 
 

“Having a child is a decision that is not only fraught with uncertainty, but has the 

potential to change your life, for good or bad. For that matter, wanting to have 

children but being unable to conceive can have that impact as well,” says Mrs 

Chang-Goh.  

 

To brace themselves and stay afloat for the long haul, she 

advises couples to adopt a positive life perspective. 

“Appreciating that life can be both complete with or without 

children; that you and your husband can both be right, rather 

than he is right in wanting a child and you are wrong in not 

wanting a child or vice versa, are examples of such a 

perspective. 
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“This more open, inclusive stance is more enabling to help couples deal with their 

differences and may be what it takes at the end of the day when listening does not 

seem to achieve the desired result,” she explains. “It preserves the respect of both 

parties and is less likely to distance them from each other, thus keeping the marriage 

intact.” 

 

REACH Counselling is a charitable organisation that specialises in marital 

work, from marriage preparation programme to marriage counselling. 

www.reach.org.sg 

  

http://www.reach.org.sg/
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Baby Now…or Later?  
 

There are different pros and cons to having a child at different stages in life. 

Real-life couples and experts give their take. 

 

By HC Ang 

 

1. In Your 20s 
 

Reaping the Rewards of Early Parenthood  
 

 
 
Being a younger mother, Katharine Khoo, a 29 year-old teacher and mother of two 

children aged two years and three months respectively, is a rare one among her 

friends, but no less ambitious professionally. “I chose to make having children a 

priority and delay pursuing my personal goals,” she says.  

 

While most of her married friends are busy with their careers and enjoying life 

together as a young couple, a significant part of Ms Khoo’s waking hours is divided 

between caring for her children, and work.  

 

What then made her decide to have children in her 20s? “I don’t think you need to 

provide a luxurious lifestyle such as expensive enrichment classes and holidays to 

exotic destinations for children to grow up happy and well-rounded. It is more 

important to create an environment of affection, where my children are surrounded 

by displays of love,” she says. 
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Being a Young, Active Parent 

 

“My husband and I have been working for a few years. With a stable income, 

finances will somehow work out. Having children young is better because you have 

more energy physically and mentally to keep up with your their demands. You also 

recover from the stresses of pregnancy and caring for young children faster. In my 

case, having to breastfeed a newborn round the clock while looking after an active 

toddler really zaps energy, but I can still get by with less sleep at this age,” shares 

Ms Khoo.  

Although both she and her husband admit that 

having children younger is also keeping them from 

having as much socialising or personal time as they 

would like, they have learnt to make adjustments. 

“We try to continue with what we have always 

enjoyed doing; such as reading for me, and gaming 

for my husband, but we do these at different times of 

the day or night. There are some things that we 

simply can’t do as often as we like, so we try to enjoy 

the moment!”  

 

2. In Your 30s 
 

Greater Financial Security  

 

For those not so ready to jump onto the bandwagon, an increased financial burden is 

the most oft-cited reason for delaying parenthood. 

 

“With Singapore’s high costs of living, it’s inevitable that raising kids is expensive. 

Furthermore, the needs and wants of children of this generation have increased 

manifold, as compared to ours when we were growing up,” says Ezza Benjie, a 

recently married 36-year-old bank executive who is planning to have children two 

years down the road.  

 

By his estimation, caterings to the “needs” — such as 

healthcare, nutrition, clothing, education and childcare as 

well as the “wants” — such as enrichment classes, 

education camps and family holidays overseas will cost 

about $12,000-$14,000 per annum in the child’s first five 

years. For some couples, this is a compelling reason to 

strengthen their financial situation before starting a family. 
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Having More to Give, But Also More to Lose        

 

On the other hand, many other couples would prefer to 

wait till their careers stabilise, before embarking on 

parenthood. This was the case for entrepreneur Lim Boon 

Cheow and designer Tan Hui Ee, both in their mid-30s. 

Ms Tan, who recently left her full-time job to care for her 

children, says, “One is usually more established career-

wise at an older age, and this affords more flexibility, such 

as making alternative work arrangements to care for your 

children. You would also have experienced the world and 

feel more prepared to settle down.” 

 

However, it also means one has more to ‘lose’, i.e. will I be giving up what I have 

fought so hard to achieve? And by the time your children are less dependent on you, 

it is harder for you to re-establish your career.  

 

Greater Emotional Maturity 

 

There are also those who know that raising children is hard work, and are daunted 

by their own expectations of how they will fulfil the parenting role. “We know that 

having children is not just about bringing a child into the world; there's a lot of hard 

work involved. I would want to raise a child only if I know that I am capable of 

providing financially and emotionally for the child,” says Karen Fu, 27, a psychologist 

who has been married for three years to an engineer. “Raising a child requires a lot 

of love and patience! My workplace allows me to see quite a number of children who 

are brought up in families where these qualities are lacking, they exhibit many 

problematic behaviours which they carry with them throughout their lives,” Ms Fu 

elaborates. 

 

Age Takes its Toll 

 

“Having children later also means potential caregivers such as your own parents are 

older and less able to help out,” observes Ms Tan. While her parents who are in their 

60s are still able to play an active role in taking care of her children, she has seen 

couples who are left to their own devices when it comes to childcare as their parents 

are physically unable to lend a helping hand.  

 

But age affects everyone. “I feel my energy level being lower 

now that I am in my thirties, and the stress of taking care of the 

children impacts my health. For example, my immunity has 

been down due to the lack of sleep, and I always catch the flu 

bug from my kids! Conceiving at an older age may also not be 

as easy,” Ms Tan adds.   
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3. In Your 40s 
 

Lower Fertility In Middle Age  

 

Doctors would agree with Mr Lim and Ms Tan, who received TCM treatments for 

several months to help them conceive. “Having a child in one's 20s is easier for the 

couple as they are less likely to develop severe gynaecological or medical disorders 

which hinder the chances of pregnancy. A younger mother would also have less risk 

of developing medical complications during pregnancy,” says Dr Ann Tan, 

obstetrician & gynaecologist, IVF and fertility specialist, and Ministry of Health 

Certified IVF Clinician at the Women and Fetal Centre Singapore. 

 

Falling Success Rates in Older Age 

 

 
 

Although the popular media would have us believe that it is possible to have children 

well into one’s 40s or even older, medical technology can only do so much. “The 

success rates of artificial reproductive treatments are not spared from the effects of 

age. Pregnancy rates using such treatments fall from 40 per cent in women under 35 

years old to just 10 per cent in women over 40 years old,” notes Dr Kelly Loi – an 

obstetrician & gynaecologist and Ministry of Health-accredited fertility and IVF 

specialist at the Health & Fertility Centre for Women. 

 

To couples are who still deliberating, Ms Tan speaks from personal experience, “Do 

it now! What struck us most about our experience is that it is truly a miracle to be 

able to bring a child into this world. Even though it’s not easy to raise children, the 

unconditional love that they give and joy they bring into your life make it all 

worthwhile.”   
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Benefits of Starting a Family Early 
 
Maybe Baby, Now? 
Still unsure if you should have a baby sooner than later?  
Here are eight reasons why you should! 
 
By Gwen Lin 
 
The decision to have children while in their twenties is not an easy one to make for 
young couples.  
 
For some, it means putting their careers on hold, while for others it entails giving up 
a relatively carefree lifestyle. Bringing up a child is not without anxiety and angst 
either, and the responsibility can bring tension and stress to a relatively new 
marriage.  
 
In fact, most parents say that the benefits of starting a family young are enjoyed 
more by their children than themselves. But for anybody who loves children (perhaps 
a little more than themselves), that reason alone is enough not to delay having a 
family.  
 
1. Having more energy  
 

 
 
Getting older doesn’t just mean that late nights at the office get harder to pull through 
and the dance-till-dawn sessions get more trying than enjoyable. For parents, 
decreased energy levels experienced through ageing also means having less energy 
to spend quality time with their children. 
 
Management consultant Johan Lau — the father of a seven-year-old son and two-
year-old daughter — was more energetic when his son was younger. “I would have 
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the energy to plan weekend excursions to the zoo, family holidays and even just play 
for hours after work each day,” says Mr Lau, 35. These days, he tries his best to 
spend time with his baby girl when he comes home from work, but admits that rather 
than carrying her out for walks – which he used to do with his son – he would rather 
sing her songs or teach her the alphabets.  
 
He doesn’t discount the fact that he now has bigger responsibilities at work as 
compared to seven years ago; and that now he has to split “dad time” between two 
children — all which demand more from him. Now, he often finds himself exhausted 
at the end of the day, with no desire to do anything else but spend a quiet evening in 
front of the television. “I do wish I have the same level of energy I had in my twenties, 
as I want to bond with my daughter the same way I did with my son. However, at this 
age, the heart is willing but the body is weak!” he says.  
 
2. Active Grandparents 
 
The chances of your parents being able and 
more willing to help with childcare are higher 
when both you and your parents are younger. 
Forty-year-old marketing director and first-
time mother-to-be Rachel Lee — whose 
parents have passed away and whose in-
laws are in their seventies – speaks 
enviously of her younger sister who had her 
son 10 years ago. “My sister’s in-laws were 
only in their late fifties at that time and took a 
very active role in helping to look after her 
baby, especially when she returned to work 
after her maternity leave,” says Ms Lee. 
 
However, the benefits of having active grandparents go beyond that of caregiving. 
“Even though my parents – then in their late sixties – were not in their best physical 
condition, they were still able to spend time with my nephew, teaching him how to 
speak our dialect, and telling him stories about our family.” Ms Lee shares. “My son 
would not have such opportunities to bond with his grandparents when he is born. 
 
3. Easier to step away from work 

 
While many couples cite career as a reason to shelve 
plans for starting a family early, parenthood can prove 
to be less of a work disruption at an earlier stage of a 
person’s career development. With comparatively less 
responsibilities at work, a new parent can achieve 
work-life balance with greater ease.  
 

For Stephanie Tham, previously a senior tax manager, having a child in her twenties 
when her career was just taking off, meant that she could step away from work more 
easily to play the role of mum whenever she needed to. 
 
When her son was born in 2006 — just one-and-a-half years after her marriage — 
Ms Tham could comfortably take all the childcare leave she needed. She was then 
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27-years-old, and had yet to rise to a senior position in the firm she was in. “By the 
time I had our daughter two years later in 2008, I had been appointed as manager 
and was even asked to break up my maternity leave so I wouldn't be away from work 
for so long a stretch!” 
 
4. Smaller Generation Gap 
 
Ms Tham jokingly tells the story of an aunt who shied 
away from her son’s school events as she was much 
more senior in age in comparison to the other parents: 
“She was worried of being mistaken for his grandmother!”  
 
With her son enrolled in primary school, Ms Tham is 
experiencing the benefits of having had her son while 
she was in her twenties — and she isn’t talking about 
looking youthful among other parents. “I'm still ‘relevant’ 
enough to keep up with his school activities,” she says.    
 
Her sentiments are echoed by homemaker Janine Boon, 35, who had her eldest 
daughter when she was 28. “Perhaps I can use my own parents as an example: 
when I was in my late teens, I could communicate with my mum, who was only 23 
years older than me. She was like my friend.” She concedes that parents’ 
personalities have a large part to play, but as a young mother herself, she feels that 
she is able to connect better with her children given their smaller age difference.  
 
5. Being in the pink of health 
 
For Ms Boon, health was the biggest consideration when it came to deciding when to 
have children. “The number one reason for starting early was health. There are a lot 
less health problems for both mummy and child if you have children before 35.”  

 
Dr Kelly Loi, an obstetrician & gynaecologist and Ministry 
of Health-accredited fertility and IVF specialist at the 
Health & Fertility Centre for Women elaborates on Ms 
Boon’s point: “With increasing age, our general health also 
tends to decline. Existing conditions may worsen or new 
illnesses may develop, which can have an impact on 
fertility too. In addition, there is also a decline in quality of 
eggs with an increased risk of genetic abnormalities. This 
in turn results in an increased risk of miscarriage. Women 
under the age of 35 years have about a 15 per cent 

chance of miscarriage while those between 35 to 45 years of age a 20-35 per cent 
chance of miscarriage.”  
 
 Being younger and  generally in better state of health also means that the parent is 
in better shape to take care of his or her children, especially when they are sick. 
Estate agent Christine Koh, 36, who has an eight-year-old son and four-year-old 
daughter, remembers coping well  when her eldest child had Hand, Foot & Mouth 
Disease. However, these days she catches the flu bug from her children quite easily. 
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 “My colleagues can almost predict when I will fall sick — which is when I finally 
nurse my children back to health,” she says with a laugh. “While I maintain a healthy 
lifestyle and diet, it seems that there is no better combat against diseases than 
youth!”  
 
6. Higher fertility 
 
“My husband and I both wanted children, but didn’t actively plan for them. Rather, we 
just let nature take its course,” shared Ms Boon who had her daughters at 28 and 30. 
Her situation is a stark contrast to homemaker Ms C S Chan who turns 40 this year. 
“I was busy building my career previously and didn’t seriously think about starting a 
family. Three years ago, it hit me that I wasn’t getting any younger, and my husband 
and I decided to prioritise having children.” 
 

 
 
“However, it isn’t that easy to conceive at my age. Despite adopting a healthier 
lifestyle to improve fertility and keeping track of my ovulation cycle, we were still 
unable to conceive after more than a year of trying. We can’t just let nature take its 
course anymore, unlike younger couples who have no idea how difficult it can get 
pregnant!” laments Ms Chan, who is now seeking fertility treatment. “Don’t be 
misguided by all the news about celebrities in their forties getting pregnant — they 
might have conceived with help from fertility doctors for all we know, but nobody likes 
to talk about it.”  
 
Dr Loi observes that there is an increasing number of couples who simply do not 
have enough time to try for a child. Couples who want children should make time; 
however, time waits for no one. “Fertility decreases with age. This occurs as women 
are born with a fixed number of eggs and with time, both the egg quantity and the 
quality decline. In cases of early menopause, the eggs run out much sooner than 
usual. Furthermore, the risk of medical and gynaecological health issues increases,” 
Dr Loi points out.  
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7. Maturing together as parents 

 
For some couples, it is tough enough to adjust to living 
together after marriage —romance goes straight out of 
the window when one has to divide household chores 
and get used to one another’s (sometimes unpleasant) 
habits. Adding baby into the picture might just test a 
young couple’s resilience further. 
 
However, for Mr Lau and his wife, having a baby made 
their marriage stronger. “We got married in our mid-
twenties after quite a short courtship. Thereafter, we 
realised that we are actually very different people with 
very different interests — I would meet my buddies for 
outdoor sports during the weekends and my wife would 
go shopping with her own friends. Slowly, it felt as if we 
were leading separate lives,” says Mr Lau. 
 

“But when our son was born, we were, in a way, ‘forced’ to work together as a team. 
Our children is the one passion we share and we’re doing so many things together 
— from family holidays to just weekends at the pool — which we wouldn’t have as a 
childless couple. The shared experiences and time spent has certainly brought us 
closer and allowed us to grow together as a couple.” 
 
8. Earlier retirement 
 
Finance is the top reason cited by couples who choose to delay having children. 
Indeed, those in their twenties would have just embarked on their career and would 
be earning entry-level wages. A big part of whatever savings they have would 
usually be spent on housing. Given the rising costs of medical care, education and 
other expenses tied to bringing up a child, it is easy to see why many would rather 
take some time to save up a larger reserve before diving into parenthood.  
 
However, if one steps back to take a big picture view 
of things, having children in your twenties means that 
they would likely be financially independent before 
you reach your silver years. The years of working 
hard to make ends meet during your twenties and 
thirties would have paid off as you could retire without 
having to worry about junior’s varsity fees. 
 
Once again comparing herself to her younger sister whose son is currently 10 years 
old, Ms Lee realises the situation is very different for her. “My sister will be just 48 
years old when her son turns 20, and with any luck, she might be able to retire and 
have her son support her by the time she is 55,” she speculates. “I, on the other 
hand, will have to work till almost 60 to support my son who would be just enrolling in 
university then — I just hope that he gets himself a full scholarship!” she says, in jest.  
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In The Long Run… 
 
Think having kids can wait? Here’s some medical advice to take to heart. 
 
By Hwee Ang 
 
Many couples would probably like to “give it a couple of years” before they put the 
idea of starting a family into serious action. After all, fertility problems always seem 
like an issue only in health magazines. The truth of the matter is, fertility issues are 
rarely brought into a casual dinner conversation, and with so few people talking 
about them publicly, the perception that letting nature take its course is the best 
course can be somewhat misguiding. Time, coupled with a busy urban lifestyle, can 
work against one’s fertility in many ways. And taking care of any problem does 
require more time, and of course, good counsel.   
 

 
 
1. Time Waits For No One 
 
Age plays a great part in exacerbating general and reproductive health issues.  A 
woman is born with a limited reserve of eggs that naturally decline with age. Not only 
does fertilisation become more difficult, there is also a greater chance of fertilised 
eggs developing genetic abnormalities, which in turn raises the risk of miscarriages.  
 
A man’s testosterone levels also decrease over the years. Stress, poor lifestyle 
habits and chronic conditions such as diabetes or elevated blood pressure can also 
take their toll on the quantity and quality of sperms, making it harder for the 
swimmers to fertilise the eggs.    
 
When a couple has trouble conceiving after six months (for women above 35 years 
of age) or a year (for women under 35 years of age), it is time to pay a visit to the 
doctor — together. After all, infertility is a couple issue; the root problem can reside 
in either the man or the woman, or even both.   
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2. Knowing the Problems – and Solutions 
 
According to leading clinicians in Singapore, some of 
the most common causes of female-factor infertility 
seen locally are endometriosis 1 , polycystic ovary 
syndrome2 (PCOS) and fallopian tube blockage3. In 
males, semen anomalies such as low sperm count 
and quality are the chief culprits. 
 
While an unfavourable diagnosis might be nerve-
wrecking to deal with, take heart and remember that 
infertility is not untreatable. In certain cases, lifestyle changes may be warranted. But 
for those with identified medical causes, working closely with doctors to develop a 
treatment plan is pertinent.  
 
“The different modes of medical treatment would include fertility drugs, surgery or 
assisted reproductive techniques (ART),” says Dr Kelly Loi, obstetrician & 
gynaecologist and Ministry of Health-accredited fertility and IVF specialist at the 
Health & Fertility Centre for Women.    
 
For many people, infertility treatment immediately brings to mind in-vitro fertilisation 
(IVF). There are in fact several approaches to managing the different conditions that 
cause infertility, and IVF is only one of several types of ART in use today.  

 
“For instance, problems relating to abnormal ovulation, 
such as those caused by PCOS, may call for the use 
of fertility drugs so as to regulate ovulation and 
optimise a couple’s ‘trying’. In the cases of 
endometriosis, blocked fallopian tubes, as well as 
cysts and fibroids, laparoscopic or key-hole surgery 
may help to improve chances of conception. For poor 
sperm count and quality, intra-uterine insemination or 
ART may be needed,” Dr Loi explains.  

 
“Because ART is a fairly complex and stressful process with some risks involved, it is 
usually recommended only if simpler fertility treatment procedures have not worked. 
However, for some couples, IVF may be recommended earlier if it is felt that in view 
of the couples’ condition, it would give them the best chances of conception.”  
  

                                                           
1 Endometriosis is a progressive condition where a woman’s uterine lining grows in body 
parts outside her uterus, resulting in irritation and formation of scar tissue in the affected 
parts and, often, cysts in the ovaries. 
2 Polycystic ovary syndrome is a hormonal disorder whereby multiple egg follicles are often 
seen in one’s ovaries on an ultrasound scan, but there is irregular or lack of ovulation.   
3 Blocked fallopian tubes typically occur as a result of infections or pelvic surgery that result 
in scar tissue blocking the tubal passageway, hence making it impossible for an egg to be 
met and fertilised by sperm. Endometriosis can also result in blocked fallopian tubes.    
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3. Help Yourself! 
 
Besides recommended medical options, you may also make the following lifestyle 
adjustments: 
 

Men and women should Women should also Men should also 

 Maintain a normal 
weight, exercise and 
eat a diet rich in fruits, 
vegetables and 
antioxidants 
 

 Stop smoking, as 
smoking impairs 
sperm quality. Female 
smokers are also 1.6 
times more likely to be  
infertile.  
 

 Limit alcohol intake to 
two drinks per day. 
 

 If needed, use 
lubricants which are 
suitable for 
conceiving. 

 Limit coffee intake to 
one cup a day; high 
levels of caffeine are 
associated with 
decreased fertility and 
an increased risk of 
miscarriage. 

 Take appropriate 
supplements, 
particularly folic acid 
(which prevents certain 
birth defects such as 
spina bifida), while 
trying to conceive. 
 

 Wear loose-fitting 
undergarments.  

 Avoid extremely hot 
temperatures, such 
as hot tubs or 
saunas, as sperm 
likes it cool. 
 

 
 
“I see an increased number of couples who simply do not have enough time to try. 
Busy lifestyles and frequent overseas business trips mean couples have less time 
together,” observes Dr Loi.  
 
“Start planning for a family as early as possible and try 
often — two to three times a week throughout the 
month, and especially during the fertility window, is 
ideal,” she also advises.  
 
Now that’s another reason to enjoy couple time and do 
the baby dance more often. Replying to that work email 
can always wait, as much as we convince ourselves 
that it can’t! 
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The Balancing Game  
 

Is it truly possible to build your career along with your family – or does 

something always has to give?  

 
Ms Agnes Goh, parenting specialist at Focus on the Family Singapore gives 
advice on how best to have the best of both worlds. 
 

A working mother is truly a superhero of 
modern society — indeed it is no mean 
feat to juggle career and family at the 
same time. The responsibility of taking 
care of the child is more commonly 
shared between couples today, but the 
woman is still perceived to be the main 
caregiver – the one who coaxes the child 
into eating his vegetables, who puts the 
baby to bed every night, and who shuffles 
between bedroom and nursery whenever 
the infant cries in the wee hours of the 
morning.  
 
Such expectations — from society, family 
and sometimes the working mother 
herself — can result in unbearable stress 
for the career-minded woman. Ms Agnes 
Goh, parenting specialist at Focus on the 
Family Singapore, a local charity 
dedicated to promoting strong families, 
shares her top tips for working mothers 
on maintaining work-life balance.  

 

Three Golden Rules 

 

1. Learn to let go and be content 
 

Everyone only has 24 hours a day to squeeze everything you want to do – from 
family commitments, career ambitions to even goals for our hobbies. For the working 
woman with added responsibilities as a mother, “something always has to give,” 
says Ms Goh.  
 
And this doesn’t have to be an unhappy compromise — 
as long as you learn to be contented with what you 
have achieved. She cites Focus on the Family’s 
signature work-life programme, The Heart of Success, 
as an example. “It advocates and challenges individuals 
to strive for significance, not success,” says Ms Goh. 
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For example, you’ve set out to bake a cake for grandma’s birthday with your child, 

and it turns out to be a disaster. Rather than fretting over the less-than-perfect 

outcome, be proud of the bonding experience you have achieved. One of the keys to 

contentment is realising your priorities and acting on what is most important to you. 

 

“Working mums need to learn how to delegate and be kinder 

and more forgiving, especially to themselves,” observes Ms 

Goh. “In order to determine what to do and what to let go, set 

goals and prioritise within the framework of your 

responsibilities.”  

 

She also highlights the importance of looking at the big picture and defining long-

term goals and priorities versus short-term ones. “Life is a marathon, not a sprint!” is 

her mantra for working mothers. 

 
2. Make time for family and focus on engagement 
 
“The goal for relationships is connectedness, not productivity. Be fully present in the 
moment especially during the time spent with your children,” she highlights.  
 

This means meal times aren’t just about forcing your toddler to eat his vegetables, 

and there is more to helping your child with his homework than getting all the 

answers right. 

 

 

What is more important is the time you share as parent and child. To maximise 

engagement within the time set aside for the family, Ms Goh advises parents to put 

away their phones or laptops and give their children their full attention — just as you 

give your work full attention during office hours. “Choose to set boundaries and make 

time for the family,” she says. “Don’t be money-rich, but time-poor — you can’t save 

time, but you can make time.” 
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3. Invite others in 
 
You don’t have to go through the stresses of childcare alone: “A solid marriage is 
one that’s better able to support and nurture all the members of the family.  
 
Parenthood will give you an opportunity to work together as a husband-and-wife 
team. Switch from a ‘you-vs-me’ mind-set to an ‘us’ approach and work on dividing 
the different roles and tasks,” says Ms Goh. “Nagging your husband will not induce 
or spur him to help out more, but is guaranteed to add stress to your home life!”  

 

She also suggests enlisting the help of other 

adults who share your parenting values. 

“They could be grandparents, aunts and 

uncles, or even neighbours. Don’t parent in 

isolation. Have your own support group of 

friends whom you can share with. There is 

strength and encouragement in numbers!” 

 

As your children grow older, they can help you achieve good work-life balance too. 

“All children should be required to do unpaid work or chores around the house 

regularly. It’s for their good as they are equipped with a life skill for their own family 

needs in the future. It’s also for your good as you don’t have to manage all the 

household chores alone on top of your work responsibilities,” she says.  

 
Going With The Flow “We are not the planning sort of people who plan everything 
out in advance. When it comes to having children, we simply rolled with the punches, 
overcoming the challenges as we went along,” says 35 year-old Singaporean 
Annette Thia, a consultant for an international recruitment firm.  
 
That was certainly the case when her first child 
arrived in 2008.  Ms Thia was then a 29 year-old 
career highflyer with a jet-set lifestyle, living in 
Belgium with her Dutch husband. “We found a good 
infant care in the neighbourhood as we were both 
working. However as our jobs required us to travel a 
lot, we soon realised that it was difficult to juggle on 
our own. With (my husband’s) family a two-hour 
drive away and no other backup options, we simply 
had no room for flexibility within our schedule” she 
recalls.  
 
So Ms Thia accepted the next job that brought her back to the Lion City. She says 
that when her eldest daughter was about three years-old, she made a deliberate job 
switch to a Singapore-based role that didn't require travelling since her husband’s job 
required it. 
 
During the same time, her husband also put his career advancement plans on hold, 
and took the first job that allowed him to be reunited with Ms Thia and their daughter 
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in Singapore. It was a sacrifice they were both willing to make as her parents were 
ready to help out with childcare. 
 

That was the first instance when Ms Thia realised that she had to 
consider how her career development would affect not just her, 
but also her new family. As her family grew, the career woman 
made more adjustments: “Between our second (born in 2012) 
and third daughter (born early 2014), I opted to stay in the same 
job rather than explore changes on the career front,” she says. 
She also makes sure that her work doesn’t eat into her family time. 
“I try to put in a couple of late nights in the week if required but 
have tried absolutely not to work on weekends.  

 
“Similarly my husband and I do not cram the weekends 
with extra classes for the kids so that we can spend 
meaningful family time together.” And her golden rule to 
balancing between family and work: no mobile phone at 
the dining table. “It might sound ridiculous but we make 
sure we are not on the phone when we are together at 
breakfast table every morning — this gives us a good 
15 minutes to talk as a family as we eat. This is the 
same for our weekend family meals, whether dining at 
home or out.” 
 
Yet all these do not mean that work takes second-place for Ms Thia and her husband. 
“As a couple we review our schedule for occasions such as first day of school or 
parent-teacher meetings. We are not overly-anxious parents who have to be there 
together for everything — instead we determine whether it is more convenient for him 
or me to take time off.” 
 

As management-level personnel, Ms Thia also maintains 
professionalism by focusing on her work while she is at the 
office. And this is made possible through mobilising all 
resources and accepting childcare help from trusted extended 
family and friends whom they have a strong relationship with. 
For example, when their child was down with Hand, Foot & 
Mouth Disease, the couple entrusted her to Ms Thia’s aunt for 
the week that she couldn't go to school, rather than dropping 
their work altogether to take care of the child.  

 
“This of course means that we have to put effort into maintaining a good relationship 
with our friends and family all the time. Our daughters regularly go out with their 
grandparents, grand-aunties and aunties without us being present as well. They also 
have regular sleepovers at their grandparents’ house — which give my husband and 
I an evening to ourselves!” she quips.   
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Break That Spending Habit! 
 
Feeling like it is almost impossible to even think of providing for a child? 
Fixing bad spending habits can make all the difference to your financial health. 
   
By HC Ang 
 
1. Not maintaining a budget 
 
Budgeting seems like a common-sense thing to do, but not many people get down to 
doing it. However, not keeping a close eye on expenses is one of the surest ways to 
blindside one from the true state of your financial health. 
 
Break it! 
 
You can either download a mobile app, or do this the old-
fashioned way: establish all your family’s sources of 
income and list all incurred expenses on a monthly basis. 
Be as accurate and comprehensive as you can. Then 
include your target expense for each item.  
 
Your monthly savings should tally with the difference 
between your income and actual expenses. Updating the 
budget regularly is critical, and you needn’t spend a lot of 
time once you get the hang of it. You will soon be able to 
track with precision what you are spending, and develop 
more discipline in curbing ill-considered purchases.   
 
“Providing for a growing family while meeting our financial aspirations takes 
discipline. I maintain a spreadsheet of our household income, expenditure, assets 
and liabilities on a daily basis so that we remain on top of things,” says Julian Tan, 
manager at a media company, and father to three young children aged seven, five 
and one. 
 
2. Not differentiating wants from needs 
 
“We have to eat out because we get home too late to cook.” “I need a seven-seater, 
just in case we have more people to ferry or things to load when we go on family 
outings.” “Going for an annual holiday somewhere far is a must for our family…” But 
do you really need these things?       
 

Break it! 
 
You don’t have to punish yourself into an ascetic life, however it 
is important to go through your monthly expense items and 
compare them against what you are generating in income. 
Answer these questions truthfully — Are these wants or needs? 
Are there cheaper alternatives? Can I make do without or with 
less? Even pinching pennies here and there is a great start.  
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“A want is a desire that will result in a less-than-rational decision. Desires wear off, 
so try to walk away and cool off. For a need, you should be able to justify its 
importance,” says Felicia Yeo, certified financial planner and content development 
manager at the Institute of Financial Literacy. 
 
3. Charge now and pay later 

Credit cards are an indispensable part of our lifestyle 
today. Used wisely, it is a great personal financial tool for 
helping you manage your cash flow. But we also know 
the perils of spending money that one does not yet have.  

Break it! 

Credit limits are misleading because they often represent more than what you 
actually earn in a month, so stick with a monthly budget and only spend within that. If 
you are already paying for something on installment, make sure it is also factored in 
upfront, so you won’t overlook that expense. And try to charge all expenses to only 
one card; there is less likelihood that you will be misled into thinking that you aren’t 
spending as much.  
“Don't have too many credit cards as it'll be easier to keep track of the bills, and 
always settle the full amount by due date,” reiterates Ms Yeo.  
 
4. Paying only minimum balance 
 
This tops the list of personal finance cardinal crimes. The fallacy of minimum balance 
payment is designed to keep you in debt indefinitely, at punitive interest rates.  
 
Break it! 
 

 Things will only get messier if you don’t arrest the problem 
in time. Get professional help from an unvested third party 
such as Credit Counseling Singapore, who can provide 
advice on managing unsecured debt, including credit card 
debt. Try to pay off loans which incur higher interests first, 
and as quickly as you can. If you really cannot meet 
repayments, don’t put off talking (nicely) to your lender to 
rediscuss terms. Being cooperative in the process will help 

control damage to your credit relationships, and create less dents in your personal 
credit report. Meanwhile, stick to a strict budget and free up as much cash as 
possible for debt repayment.  
 
“Interests are compounded daily at 24 per month per annum, so card debt will 
balloon within a few months. Companies that offer zero-fee balance transfer may 
also have other forms of charges or hidden costs. There's no free lunch, so it's 
important to read the fine print before signing any documents,” cautions Ms Yeo.      
 
5. The constant urge to upgrade  

 
For Singaporeans, the constant urge to upgrade is a national sport. From handbags 
to cars to homes, we are always on the lookout to lay our hands on newer and better 
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status symbols. However, our passion for this sport is also hurting our purse strings. 
For bigger purchases such as property and cars, the temptation to over-borrow can 
be a threat as well, especially in times of low interest rates.         
 
Break it! 
 
“For low-ticket items, try the "10 second" rule before you buy. Ask yourself: How 
often will you use the item? What if you don't have it? For bigger-ticket items, ask 
yourself how a bigger or additional loan will affect other household expenses,” 
suggests Ms Yeo.   
 
6. Shopping as a hobby 
 
When you have more pairs of high heels than 
number of toes, you know you have a shopping 
problem. Before the guys start gloating, men 
are also guilty of splurging on things like 
gadgets and games.  
 
Break it! 
 
Don’t be a slave to fads or trends. Only buy 
something if you can use it often and/or for a 
long time. Sometimes, paying for a more 
expensive but higher-quality product is more 
cost-effective than having to constantly replace 
the item. Develop other interests that will take 
your mind away from constantly having to shop 
or buy to satisfy a hobby.  
 
“Leave the wallet at home if you cannot beat the urge to shop!” says Ms Yeo. 
 

7. Buying pre-paid packages 
 
The cleverest sales tactic in history, pre-paid packages — from that spa package to 
the car polishing program — only benefit the businesses they serve, and nothing for 
the couple who is trying to save.  
 
Break it! 
 
As much as you think you are getting great bang for your 
buck by paying for a pre-paid package, the opportunity 
costs of locking up a good chunk of your cash are cards 
stacked against you. Set a limit to the quantum and 
number of packages you buy if you do need to use the 
services regularly, and the businesses offering them 
seem legitimate. Otherwise, you are better off scouting 
for a la carte deals elsewhere.  
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“I resist the urge to sign up for pre-paid packages, because I know I won’t be using 
them as often as I think I would. It can be hard to say no to a charming salesperson, 
but you just got to stick to your guns!” shares mother-of-three and civil servant 
Yvonne Tay, 34.    
 
8. Paying for convenience 

 
Guilty of shopping at the premium supermarket 
near your office because you don’t feel like 
making the trip to the cheaper supermarket in 
your estate after work, or always picking up 
essentials at the corner convenience store simply 
because it’s close by? Occasionally, paying for 
convenience allows you to free time up for more 
productive activities and that’s good. But if it is 
just habitual or sloth, you may want to start 
counting the extra cash you are losing by paying 
a bit of premium every time.       

 
Break it! 
 
Before you decide to take the easier but pricier way out, consider the value of your 
time and the cost of that convenience, against your means. It also doesn’t hurt to 
compare a few options — be it where you buy it from or which brand to buy — before 
you make a purchase. “To save money, I won’t go for lower-quality products, but 
look for better deals (like online), and buy in bulk,” says Katharine Khoo, a mother of 
two.    
 
As Ms Yeo sums it up: “We need to be responsible in our spending and be mindful 

that any debt will have to be repaid at the end of the day. It’s important to spend 

within your means and lead a lifestyle you can afford.”  
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Can We Afford a Baby?  
 

When planning for a child, there are practical considerations to keep in mind. 
Here is a basic guide to making financial plans for that precious little one. 
 
By HC Ang 
 
How much does it cost to raise a child in Singapore from infancy to adulthood? A 
mind-boggling range of numbers keeps being tossed up — from low six-digits to a 
whopping million dollars. Don’t let these figures put you off. Just because someone 
else is shelling out a fortune doesn’t mean you have to. Moreover, there has been 
absolutely no evidence pointing to a positive correlation between the amount one 
spends and childrearing outcomes.  
 

 
 
“I see many couples who fear that they may not be able to provide the best for their 
children. The general perception is that it costs a lot to raise a child, as the standard 
of living in Singapore is really high. Our average consumer price inflation in the last 
five years is 3.4 per cent, which is reasonable by world standards,” says Ng See 
Wee, financial services manager at IPP Financial Advisers.  
 
“Lifestyle inflation is the increased cost that most Singaporeans experience, but 
overlook.” Ms Ng has been engaged in financial planning for families for the last 13 
years.  
 
Nonetheless, having children does carry with it real financial responsibilities. “There 
is a certain minimum basic cost that parents have to incur to raise a child in 
Singapore. However, what constitutes a need for one parent may not be to another. 
Even lower-income families can raise a child through to university; it all boils down to 
managing one’s own expectations and perception of needs versus wants,” says 
Evelyn Seah, associate director at Cornerstone Planners, an independent financial 
advisory firm.  
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1. Laying the Groundwork 
 
A regular speaker at public education talks, Ms Seah advises couples to start laying 
the groundwork in the following manner:  
 
 Draw up a monthly budget; 

 
 Cut down on discretionary spending and variable 

expenses 
 
 Build up an emergency savings pool which should 

be at least six times your monthly income. This will 
go toward meeting needs should your income 
source be interrupted;  

 
 When your emergency savings pool is established, 

any extra will go into another pot of money known 
as your cash savings pool. This is liquid cash that 
you can use for the occasional expense that falls 
outside your monthly budget, as well as 
investments;  

 
 And last but not least, if you receive any bonuses, save all of it, rather than 

splurging on “pampering” yourself.    
 
“Couples who want to start a family but have yet to accumulate sufficient cash 
savings shouldn’t be deterred, as long as they have consistent income. A lot of 
adjustments can be made in discretionary expenditure. Don’t worry about 
compromising your lifestyle; it’s about enjoying in moderation,” adds Ms Ng.      
 
2. Pregnancy & Delivery 

 
The first chunk of cash outlay usually occurs during pregnancy. Although some part 
of it will have to come out of your own pocket, a large portion of the costs of basic 
prenatal care and delivery can be covered by Medisave. In meeting bigger, 
unforeseen bills, your cash savings or insurance will have to kick in.  
   
When Rozana Abd Razak, a 33 year-old civil servant who has been 
married for eight years to an IT consultant, became pregnant with 
her first child seven years ago, she did her due diligence and 
researched hospital bill sizes before deciding on a prenatal and 
delivery package which suited her budget and requirements. Even 
though she gave birth in a private hospital, most of her bills were 
covered by Medisave.  
 
3. Raising Junior 

 
Having children changes a couple’s expenditure profile. When it was just about the 
two of you, a good part of your variable expenses would often include items such as 
eating out, personal grooming, entertainment and travelling.  
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When baby arrives, you need to provide for his basic necessities on top of yours. 
These include food, essential babycare items, healthcare, transport and daycare if 
you are working. You are also likely to spend, to varying amounts, on optional such 
as toys, entertainment and personal development for the child. Dependent protection 
is something that you should think about too, so that junior won’t be left helpless 
should something happen to you.  

 
For most new parents, paring back on variable expenses is 
the most clear-cut way to make room in the budget for baby. 
Be open to accepting hand-me-down items, or choose items 
that aren’t top-of-the-range, especially when children 
outgrow things fast. Ms Rozana — who now has a second 
child aged three — recalls her experience: “With my firstborn 
we splurged a lot on toys and clothes that she outgrew 
quickly, so we were a little wiser with the second.”  
 

Every dollar counts, so don’t forget to also make full use of the various government 
subsidies such as the Baby Bonus Scheme and infant/childcare subsidies to help 
maximise savings.  
       
“To those who say ‘money no enough’, having children definitely take up a portion of 
family's finances, but you can choose to live within your means to provide for them,” 
acknowledges Ms Rozana.  
 
4. Unforeseen Expenses 

 
For her, one expense that was unforeseen before having 
her first child was “doctor's bills for childhood ailments”. Ms 
Ng echoes the observation, “The most unforeseen 
expenditure is medical expenses, and these can come up to 
sizeable amounts.” 
 
Every visit to a private paediatrician usually costs around 
$100 or more, and hospital bills are significantly bigger, 
costing up to four-figure sums. While you may have to tap 
into your cash savings to pay for the occasional bill, you 
may also want to look into medical insurance plans tailored 
for children to offset heftier inpatient expenses. 
 

 
5. Funding Education 
 
When many couples learn that they are expecting, the child’s future education is one 
of the first things that come to mind. 
 
Education from primary school up till junior college in a government school is 
affordable in Singapore, and should not pose a problem for most families. What may 
warrant further planning is tertiary education. Tuition at a local university now costs 
on average a little over $8,000 per annum, whereas tuition at a polytechnic costs an 
average $2,300 per annum, which should be easily met by the average household 
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even with inflation factored in. However, if you intend to provide quite amply for your 
child in terms of living expenses, the amount you need could easily triple or more.      
 
Make provisions from your cash — not emergency — 
savings to fund this set of future expenses. Explore 
your investment options, bearing in mind the risks 
involved, and use the power of compounding returns 
to make your child’s education fund grow. Don’t fret if 
all else fails, because there will be various financial 
assistance schemes available to help those less well-
off put their children through a tertiary education.  
  
While providing for your children’s education is important, both Ms Seah and Ms Ng 
urge parents to set financial goals appropriately. “Prioritise retirement over children’s 
education, because there are a lot of assistance schemes available in the latter. Our 
generation faces challenges different from previous ones. We may not have enough 
to see us through old age if we don’t plan for it,” says Ms Ng.   
 
6. Wanting the Best 
 
The larger expenditure tagged to raising a child before he reaches tertiary level are 
often supplementary items such as preschool fees, enrichment classes and tuition: 
preschool fees can range between $600 to $2,000 a month, while enrichment 
classes and tuition cost anything between $50 to $200 each time. Parents also 
overlook the ancillary costs associated with providing the child these extras, such as 
transportation, domestic help and other out-of-pocket expenses.     
 
While their results are highly debatable, the 
justification in paying a certain price for these 
extras is completely subjective. Ultimately, only you 
can decide the kind of lifestyle and education that 
you want for your child. But do it within means, and 
for the right reasons. Bear in mind that merchants 
are always trying to capitalise on parents’ desire to 
provide the best for their kids: while it is common to 
use price as a gauge on quality, a more expensive 
product isn’t necessarily the better product.   
 
“All parents will want the best for their children. It is achievable but proper financial 
planning should be done in advance,” sums up Ms Ng.   
 

 


